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1. Introduction. Weak homomorphisms and weak isomorphisms are studied by 
many authors, see for example [2], [3], [4], [5] and [11]. It was proved that weak 
homomorphisms have many of "nice" properties analogous to ordinary homo-
morphisms (e.g. they give relations between subalgebrasand kernels of weak homo-
morphisms, they preserve map superposition and restriction on subalgebras etc.). 
But for direct products of weak homomorphisms this analogy is rather complicated, 
i.e. the direct product of weak homomorphisms need not be a weak homomorphism. 
One can easily state the conditions securing this analogy, as it is shown in this paper. 
However, we shall rather be concerned with the converse problem, for which algebras 
are weak homomorphisms decomposable into direct products of weak homo-
morphisms. The analogical problem for ordinary homomorphisms was solved in [6], 
Ul> [8] and [9]. In the present paper there are given some sufficient conditions for 
solving this problem. 
2. Basic concepts. Let 91 = (A9 F) be an algebra with the support A and a set F 
of fundamental operations. We use the notation introduced in [10]. By A is denoted 
the set of all algebraic operations of the algebra 91, i.e. A contains all operations 
from F, all trivial operations and all operations derived from fundamental and 
trivial operations as successive superpositions of these (see [10]). Let 2$ = (B9 G) 
be also an algebra and B the set of all algebraic operations of 2J. Let A be a mapping 
of A into B. Making use of the mapping h we introduce a relation Rh between A 
and B setting for fe A and / * e B 
fRhf* if and only if f* .h^h.f 
i.e. h(f(xt, ..., xn)) =/*(A(*i), ..., h(xn)) for each xx, ..., xn e A. 
Definition 1. A mapping h of A into B is called a weak homomorphism of 91 = 
-= (A9 F) into -B = (B9G) if to every fundamental operation fe F there exists an 
algebraic operation / * e B such that fR„f* and, vice versa, to each g* e G there 
exists g e A such that gRhg*. If A is a one-to-one mapping of A onto B and h is 
a weak homomorphism of 91 onto 93, then h is called a weak isomorphism. 
Definition of weak homomorphism is usualy formulated for algebraic operation 
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only. However, it was proved in [5] that it can be also formulated for fundamentalf g 
as in the definition 1. 
Let 9IT be a set of algebras for T G T. If all 9IT are of the same type, then they have 
the same set of fundamental operations. Let us denote it by the same symbol F, 
i.e. 9IT = (Ax, F) for T e T, and not make any difference between operations from 9tT 
for different T G T. In other words, we shall not index these operations by indices T 
of the algebras 9IT. 
By the symbol 91 = f j 9lr is denoted the direct product of algebras 9IT, i.e. 91 = 
T € T 
= (A, F), where A = f | AT is a Cartesian product of sets AfT and operations are 
T 6 T 
performed component by component. 
Definition 2. Let 9lT = (AT, F), 93 T = (Bx, G) be algebras for T e Tand hT be a mapp-
ing of 9lT into 23T for each T G T. The direct product of mappings hx, denoted by h = 
= f l hx, is a mapping h of 91 = Y\% into SB = f j 93T such that 
T 6 T T € T xeT 
prx(h(a)) = hx(prx(a)) for each % e T, a e A, (V) 
where Prt denotes the T-th projection of 9t (or 93) onto 9lT (or 93T, respectively), and A 
is the support of 91. 
It is clear that the direct product of homomorphic mappings is a homomorphic 
mapping (see [6], Theorem 1). This cannot be true for weak homomorphisms in 
general. If 9l l 5 9I2, S 1 ? 932 are Boolean algebras and if ht is an isomorphism of 91 ̂  
onto 93x and h2 is an antiisomorphism of 912 onto 932, then hl9 h2 are weak homo-
morphisms of Boolean algebras (see [11]), but h = ht xh2 is not because h(0) =£ 0, 
h(0) # 1. 
3. Direct products. Let 9IT = (AT, F), ST = (Bx, G) be algebras for T G T and hx 
be a weak homomorphism of 9IT into 23T for each T G T. By the definition of direct 
products of algebras, 91 = f j 9IT has the same fundamental (and also algebraic) 
operations as each 9lT, i.e. 91 = (A, F), 93 = (B, G). Weak homomorphisms hx for 
T G r are called similar if i ? v = Rhx» for each T' T" G F. 
Theorem 1. Le/ 9lT = (AT, F), 93T = (^T, G) be algebras and hx be a weak homo-
morphism of%x into *&xfor each x e T. If hx are similar for xeT, then the mapping 
h = W hx is a weak homomorphism 0f9I = f |9lT into 93 = J~J ©T. 
T G T T € T T£ T 
Proof. Let hx be similar, thenfRhTf* implies fRhf* for h =Yl
nt^ because the 
T€T 
operations on 91, 9* are performed componentwise. Then for each fe F there exists 
f*eB such that fRhf*, because for each fe F there exists f* e B such that fRhxf* 
for each T G T, and vice versa, for each g* eG there exists ge A such that gRhg*, 
thus A is a weak homomorphism. 
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It is clear that for Boolean algebras and weak isomorphisms also the converse 
statement is true. Thus we obtain: 
Corollary 2. Let 3IT, 93 T be Boolean algebras and hx be a weak isomorphism of$lT 
onto 93T for each x e T. Then h =\\hx is a weak isomorphism of Boolean algebra 
T 6 T 
$1 = Yl % onto Boolean algebra 93 = f j ®T if and only if either hx(0) = 0 or hx(0) = 1 
T 6 T T 6 T 
for all xeT. 
Proof. By [1], each weak isomorphism hx of Boolean algebras fulfils hx(0) = 0 
or ht(0) = 1. A direct product of Boolean algebras is a Boolean algebra (see [1]) 
and each weak isomorphism is a one-to-one homomorphism (see [5]); then the 
assertion follows directly from the theorem 1 and foregoing contraexample. 
Lemma A. Each chain considered as a lattice has exactly two binary algebraic 
operations which are not trivial. These operations are fundamental. 
Proof. On a chain considered as a lattice there exist two binary fundamental 
operation only, namely v and A , and two binary trivial operations (see [10]), 
namely el9e29 where ex(a9b) = a9 e2(a9b) = b for each a, b. Further (see [10]), 
each algebraic operation can be obtained by a successive superposition of fundamental 
and trivial operations. Denote as f g the fundamental binary operations, i.e.f = v , 
g = A orf = A , g = v . We can easily prove ex(f g) = f, e2(f g) = g9 f(ei9 ej) = f 
for i * j and f(ei9 et) = ei9 f(ei9 g) = e{ for f*g and f(ei9f) = f f(g, et) = ei9 
f(f et) — ff(ff) ~ f g(ff) — f Because each two elements are comparable, we 
obtain f(f, g) =f(g9f) = f Accordingly, superpositions of binary fundamental and 
trivial operations are fundamental and trivial operations only which completes 
the proof. 
Let Li, L2 be lattices. A mapping h of Li into L2 is said to be a dual homomorphism 
if h(avb) = h(a)/\h(b) and h(aAb) = h(a)vh(b) for each a9b eLt. 
Lemma B. Each weak homomorphism of a chain into a chain is either a homo-
morphism or a dual one. 
Proof. This follows directly from the definition 1 and lemma A. 
Corollary 3. Let 3IT be chains for x e T. Then there exist exactly two algebraic binary 
operations which are not trivial on the distributive lattice 31 = f |9lT . 
Proof. The algebras $lT, 31 have the same set of algebraic operations, i.e. A
(2) = 
= {v, A } by the lemma A. By [1], 31 is the distributive lattice. (The symbol A(n) is 
introduced in [10].) 
Theorem 4. Let 3TT, .93ff be chains for xeT9 aeS and 3( = Yi®t> ® = JQ $*• 
TeT 6es 
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Each weak homomorphism of the distributive lattice 21 into the distributive lattice 23 
is either a homomorphism or a dual one. 
This follows directly from the definition 1 and corollary 3. From the theorem 1 
and the lemma B we can easily obtain the following 
Corollary 5. Let 2lt, 93t be chains and hx be a weak homomorphism o/2tt into 931 
for each xeT. Then A = f ] At is a weak homomorphism of the distributive lattice 
TeT 
21 = Y[ 2lt in*
0 ® = I I ®T if M K are either homomorphisms or all hx are dual homo-
xeT T 6 T 
morphisms. 
4. Algebras with zero. Denote A a class of algebras with zero element 0 and a binary 
operation © such that: 
(i) a@Q = 0©<z = a, 
(ii)/(00...0) = 0, 
for arbitrary 21 == (A, F) e A, a e A, / e A /i-ary for n — 1. From (i), (ii) it follows 
that {0} is a one-element subalgebra of each 21 e A. 
Let 2lt e /l for Te Tand 21 = fl%• Evidently, 21 e A. By the symbol 2lt (or f]2l t 
t e T xeT' 
for r g T) is denoted a subalgebra of 21 such that 
prMx = 2lt, prxMx = {0} for T' # T 
(or/?rt f |2t t = 2lt for xeT andprt, FP*t = {0} for T' e T - 7", respectively). 
T€T' T6T' 
Evidently, 2lt is a subalgebra of 21 isomorphic with 2It, f]2l t is a subalgebra of 2t 
xeT' 
isomorphic with fl^T and ]J% = H®, for V = T. 
xeT' T € T T€T 
Let 21 e A, 21 = (A, F). An operation/e A is called regular on 21 if the arity of/ 
is greater than 1 and 
(iii) f(axa2 ... an) = 0 if and only if ai = 0 for at least one ie {1, . . . ,«}, where 
Lemma C. Let%eAforxe T. IfW = J]2l t andfe A is an n-ary regular operation 
xeT 
on each2lt (fneednot be regular on 21), tAe/i ax, ...,aneA,a{ -0 for at least one i, 
implies f(axa2 ... an) = 0, where A is the support o/2l. 
Proof. Let at = 0, then for each T e T is pr^% = 0 and prtf(ax ... a f... a„) = 
«/[(prA) • • (.FA) - (/"A)] =/IG*A) ••• 0 ... ( J ^ A ) ] = 0, then/fa ... 0 ... <*„) = 
= 0. 
Lemma D„ Let 21, 23 e A and hbea weak isomorphism o/2i onto 23 MCA tAaf A(0) = 
= 0. Iff is regular on 21 andfRfJ*, thenf* is regular on 23. 
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proof. Let / is regular w-ary operation on 91 and/Rfc* for weak isomorphism A 
fulfilling A(0) = 0. Let bx, ..., bn e B and at 9 ...9ane A be elements such that h(a^ «-
a* bt for each /; A9 B are supports of 91, 35 respectively. If bt = 0, then at = 0 because 
A(0) ass 0 and A is a one-to-one mapping, thus h(f(ax ... a(... an)) = A(0) = 0 and 
f*(bx ...0...bn) = h(f(ax ...0...<*„)) = 0. If bt # 0 for all i m 1, ...,n9 then ^ # 0 
and/ fa ... <*„) * 0, thus 0 # A(/fa ... tf,,)) = / * f a ... bn)9 i.e./* is regular on 35. 
We say that fe A fulfils (P) on 91 = (A, F) if for arbitrary aX9 ...9aneA9 at ¥* Q 
for each i, is t rue/fa ... a„) # 0. 
Lemma E. Z>f 91 = 04, F) and each n-ary fundamental / e F for n = 1 /w#?/.s (P) 
o/j 91. TAe/i also each n-ary algebraic operation of "91 fulfils (P) o/i 9ljbr n = 1. 
Proof. Evidently, each trivial operation fulfils (P) on 91 and each superposition 
of operations fulfilling (P) is an operation fulfilling (P). 
5. Direct decompositions. In this paragraph, we shall not make any difference 
between algebra and its support to simplify notation. Now, we summarize assump-
tions which will be used in the formulation of the subsequent theorems. 
Assumptions. 
(1) 9lT = (At9 F), S , = (#,, G) are at least two-element algebras from A for each 
xeT9oeS. 
(2) T, S are finite index sets. 
(3)9i = n ^ » = n»<r-
t € T treS 
(4) A is a weak homomorphism of 91 onto 95 such that A(0) = 0. 
(5) there exists at least one operation from A which is regular on each 9lt. 
(6) i f / e A is regular on each 9lT, then at least one/* e B fulfilling/i?^/* is regular 
on each 35,. 
(7) if fe A is regular on each 9IT, then at least one/* e B fulfilling fRJ* fulfils (P) 
on each 35,. 
By the symbols A, B are denoted sets of algebraic operations of 9IT and 91, 35, and 95, 
respectively, as it is introduced above. It is clear that (6) implies (7) but not vice 
versa. 
Lemma F. Let the assumptions (1), (3), (4), (5), (7) be true. Then A(9lT1) n (A9lT2) n 
n 35, = {0} for each xx, T2 e T9 a e 5, xt ^ x2. 
Proof. Let A(9lT1) n h(%2) n S , # {0} for xx # T2. Then there exist ax e9Ttl, 
a2 e9lT2, bX9 b2e h(%%) n A(9lt2) n 35, (we admit bx = b2) such that bx =* 0 # b2 
and Afa) = blf h(a2) = b2. Let / be regular on each 9lT, then f(axa2 ... a2) = 0 
because prjix = 0 for x # xx, pr^2 = 0 for x # T2 and xx # T2 . IffRhf*9 A(0) = 0 
and/* fulfils (P) on each 35,, then 
f*(btb2 ... b2) ± 0 because bX9 b2 e S „ bx # 0 # A2, 
but/*faA2 — b2) = h(f(axa2 ... a2)) = A(0) = 0, which is a contradiction. 
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Theorem 6. Let the assumptions (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6) be true. Then for each 
a e S there exists uniquely xa e T such that 93ff _ h($lTtT). 
Proof. Let assumptions of the theorem be true and the assertion itself not. Then 
there exists at least one a e S such that for any x e T is not 93ff ^ hOHT). Let T be 
an arbitrary subset of T such that h( \\ %) _ -B<-. Such T exists, for example T = T. 
teT 
Evidently, cardT > 1. If the assertion is not true, then cardT' _ 2 for each Tt 
of this property. Thus two following cases are possible only: 
(a) there exist xt,x2e T9 xt # x2 and ax e%t, a2 e%2 such that h(ax), h(a2) e 3J, 
and h(ax) ^ 0 # h(a2). Then contradiction can be obtained by the lemma F. 
(b) there exists b0 e -Bff, b0 ^ 0 such that for each aeh
_1(b0) is card Ta = 2, 
where Ta = {T; T e T, prxa # 0}. From (2) follows the finiteness of Ta. Then each 
aeSI can be written in the following form: 
a = a!© ... ©a„, where aie$tf, 7; = {1, ...,w},prfa =pr fa£. 
From (i) it follows that this expression does not depend on any bracketing because 
in each projection all elements except one are equal to zero and the operation © 
is performed component by component. Leto be a binary algebraic operation from B 
such that ®Rho. Then b0 = h(a) = ^(a^o ...o h(an). It evidently also does not 
depend on any bracketing. If h(ax) e 33, for each i e Ta, then (by (a)) it is h(at) = 0 
for i # T0 e Ta9 thus b =- h(a) = h(aTo), i.e. a' e h~
x(b0), card Ta, = 1 for a' = aTo 
which is a contradiction with assumption (b). Let forfe Ta be h(aj)^Ma. Iff is 
regular on each % (it exists by (5)), then fififli ... a,-) = 0 for ieTa, i ^ j . If fRhf* 
andf* is regular on each S&a (it exists by (6)), then 0 = h(0) = h(f(a/at- ... a*)) = 
= f*(h(aj) h(at) ... h(af)), thus for each a e S there exists at least one ie Ta such 
that prah(at) + 0. If h{aj) $ S&a, then there exists a' # a such that pra,h(aj) # 0 and, 
by the above mentioned consideration, pra,h(ax) = 0 for each i # j . Thus pra,h(a) = 
= F , ' (Afe)° -..° *(aB) = [pr^Mai)]^ ...o [ P V ^ i ) ] = 0o ...o [ p r ^ a ^ j o ...o 0 = 
= pra,h(dj) # 0 (because 0©a = a = a©0 => 0 o h(a) = h(a) = h(a)o 0 for h(0) = 0), 
however, h(a) = b0 e ©ff, i.e. pra,h(a) = 0 for a' 7-= cr, which is also a contradiction. 
The uniqueness follows directly from the lemma F. g.e.d. 
For weak isomorphisms the condition (6) can be replaced by the weaker condi-
tion (7) and the condition (2) of the finiteness of index sets can be omitted. 
Theorem 7. Let the assumptions (1), (3), (4), (5), (7) be true and h be a weak iso-
morphism. Then for each a e S there exists just one xae T such that 93<- _ h($lxJ. 
Proof. Let the assumption of the theorem be true and the assertion not. Consider 
the same cases as in the proof of the theorem 6 and use the notation introduced 
there. In the case (a) we obtain contradiction by the same way as in the proof of the 
theorem 6 because we need the assumptions (1), (3), (4), (5) for it only. Let us consider 
the case (b). There exists b0 e %5a, b0 ^ 0 such that for each aehr
 x(p0) is card Ta ;> 2. 
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Let x e Ta, then a = c0tfT, where c * 0, ax * 0, ax e%, prtax = prta, prtc = 0 and 
prT,c *=. prxta for T' -̂  t. If fis regular on each 9lT, then 
A5tc ... c) = 0. 
Let ®Rno, then b = h(a) = A(c)o h(aT). Because h(0) -= 0 and h is a one-to-one 
mapping, it is h(c) * 0, h(at) # 0. If h(c) e ««,, A(at) e Mff,fRhg and g fulfils (P) on 
each s&ff (such g exists by (7)), then 
g(h(at)h(c)...h(c))*0 
but g(h(at)h(c) ... h(c)) = h(f(atc ... c)) = A(0) = 0 which is a contradiction. If 
h(at) (or h(c)) does not belong to <Ba, then there exists a' ^ a such that pra.h(at) =£ 0 
(or pr>(c) =£ 0); then from g(h(at)h(c) ... h(c)) = h(f(aTc ... c)) = h(0) = 0 it 
follows pr^h(c) = 0 (or pra,h(ax) = 0), then pr^bo = pra.h(a) = pra,(h(c) o h(aT)) = 
= [pvh(c)] o [prvh(aT)] = pr9Max) ?- 0 (or prff,b0 = [pvh(c)] o [prff,h(aT)] = 
= prC'h(c) # 0, respectively) which is a contradiction with b0 e 93, for a ^ a'. 
Corollary 8. Let the assumption (1), (3), (4), (5), (6) be true and h be a weak iso-
morphism. Then card S = card T and each 9lt is weak-isomorphic with some ©<,. 
Proof. It follows directly from the theorem 7 because A"1 is also a weak iso-
morphism such that h~*(0) = 0 and for f* e B which is regular on each Sff there 
exists feF such thatfi^f* (or f*jR^-if), where fis regular on each 3IT, further 
(6) => (7) and the restriction of weak isomorphism onto a subalgebra is also a weak 
isomorphism. 
Corollary 9. Let the assumptions (1), (3), (4), (5), (6) be true and h be a weak iso-
morphism. Then there exist a bijection % of the index set S onto T and an isomorphism t 
offl ©ff onto Y\ ©<~(<r) = I I ®t (which permutes the direct factors only) that i. h = \\ hx9 
<reS <reS teT T 6 T 
where ht is a weak isomorphism of2lt onto 231 = 2 3 ^ . 
P r o o f. By the corollary 8 and theorem 6, it is card S = card T, and we can permute 
S such that 2lt is weak-isomorphic with 93T = 23ffi(<T) and n(a) = xa. Denote by hx 
this weak isomorphism of 2lt onto 23T, then i • h is a weak isomorphism of Yl$lv 
teT 
onto J ] 23t, i • h(%) = 23t, thus 
T 6 T 
prt(h(a)) = ht(prx(a)) for each xeT,aeA 
and, by the definition 2, it is i . h — f\ K- q.e.d. 
T G T 
For the weak homomorphisms the situation is rather complicated. 
Definition 3. Let 21 = (A, F) be an algebra with the set of algebraic operations A. 
An operation fe A is called strong idempotent iff is regular on 91 and for arbitrary 
at, ..., ane A there exists /e {1, ...,«} such thatf(at, ...,a„) = at. 
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It is clear that iffis strong idempotent on 31, then each element a e A is idempotent 
with respect tof(but not vice versa in the general case). Further, each strong idempo-
tent operation on 31 fulfils (P) on 21. 
Theorem 10. Let the assumptions (1), (2), (3), (4) be true and, furthermore, there 
exist at least one n-ary algebraic operation which is strong idempotent on each 2l t. 
Let there exist at least one algebraic operation g such thatfRhg andg is strong idempo-
tent on each <&a. If card S = card T, then there exists a bijection % of S onto T such 
that n(a) = Ta, where Ta corresponds to a by the theorem 6, and i • h — \\ hx, where \ 
xeT 
is the isomorphism of\\ S3ff onto ]"} 95n(<r) = f | 33t which permutes the direct factors 
aeS aeS xeT 
only and ht is a weak homomorphism of2lt onto
 <&xfor each T e T. 
Proof. By the theorem 6, there exists just one TaeT for each a e S such that 
(a) Let for ax,a2e S, at ^ a2 is Tffl ^ Ta2. If there exists ae S such that 33<- c 
a h0ttXa), 23* T* h(%a), then there exists an element c e h(%a) - SBa, c ^ 0 and ax ^ a 
such that praic = cx ^ 0. Denote de%a such element that h(d) = c and dx e2ltffl 
such that .h(dj) = ct, where cx = praic1 and pracx = 0 for a ?- a±. By the theorem 6, 
such elements exist. Letf g be strong idempotent on each 2t t, 93^, respectively, and 
fRhg. Thenf(ddx ... dx) = 0 because for a^ ^ a is Tai # Ta by the assumption (a) 
of the proof and for Tai # Ta is %al n %a = {0}. However, prai[h(f(ddt ... dj)] = 
= pra\g(cci ... ci)] = g[(praic)(praic1) ... (pralcx)} = g(cjc3 ... ct) = ct * 0, which 
is a contradiction with A(0) = 0. Accordingly, we obtain 33, = h(SHXa) for each T e F. 
(b) Let there exist at, a2 e S, a, ^ a2 such that Tffl = Ta2. Denote Tai = Ta2 = T 0 . 
Then Sffl <= A(2lto), » , a c h(2lro), i.e. there exist b± e ®ai, b2 e%2, b3*0*b2,al, 
a2 e%0, h(ax) = bl9h(a2) = Z>2. Thenf(axa2 ••• a2) = at, but af ^ 0 for i = 1 or 2. 
However, 0 = g(b1b2 ... 62) because g is regular and g(blb2 ... b2) = h{f(ata2 ... a2)) = 
= A(af) = 6f # 0 which is a contradiction. 
Summary: there exists just one T f feT for each ae S such that 33^ = h(%a), 
card S = cardT, i.e. the mapping 7r : <r — Ta is a bijection. Denote n(a) = T^. Then 
/r(2It) = 33t. Iff. is the insertion of 2lt onto 2lt andpr t is the projection of 23t onto 23t, 
then, evidently, t • h = \\hx, where hx = prx- h - jx and i is the above mentioned iso-
T € T 
morphism. 
Theorem 11. Let 2l t, 23t be chains with the least and the greatest elements and% = 
= I I ^*> ® ^ I ! ^x for finite index set T.Ifh is a weak homomorphism of% onto 33, 
T S T T G T 
then there exists a permutation n of T and an isomorphism i off] 231 onto f ] 23,-(t) 
T G T T £ T 
permuting direct factors only such that i • h = JJ K > where hx is a weak homomorphism 
xeT 
ofWx onto S3„(t) for each T e T. 
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Proof. By the corollary 5, h is either a homomorphism or a dual one. Let 0 is the 
least element on 21, ® = v , / = A. Then/is a strong idempotent on each 2lt. 
If h is a homomorphism "onto", then A(0) is the least element of-B and the assertion 
follows directly from the theorem 10, because corresponding g such that fRhg is 
g = A , which is strong idempotent on each -BT. If h is a dual homomorphism, then 
A(0) is the greatest element of 93, it is zero element in the sense of algebra from A9 
where © -= A and g = v and the assertion follows also from the theorem 10. 
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